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THE EFFECT OF HUMIDITY ON ENGINE POWER AT ALTITUDE

By D.B.&tOOKS andE. A. Gnrmcx

suMMARY

From tests made in the a-?iitudechamberof the Bureau
oj Standards,ii ma found that tb e$ect of humidiiy on
e~”w power is the same at aliiiudes up to 26,000 feet
ax at aea14m9LEarlier tesi%on auiomotie engines, made
under Wu-kUelconditions, showed thai water vapor ads

m an inert dilu.ent,reducing engine power in proportion
to the amount of vapor present.

By combining the e$txis of aimosplwricpressure, tem-
perature, and humidiiy, ii k shwn hi h? hdcated
power obtaina.bkfrom an engine ia proporthud to its
nuws rate oj conwmption of oxygen. This ?uv3led tlw
Naii.wudAdoisory Committeefor Aeronuuiica to adopt a
standurd kis jor the corredion oj engine peq%rmunce,
in which the ejict oj humi.diiyti klmd.ed.

INTRODUCTION

This report 1 covers work done at the Bureau of
Standards as part of an investigation of the effect of
humidity on engine perfommnce, undertaken in 1929
at the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department. Tests made on a 6-oylinder automobile
engine at sea level (references 1 and 2) indicated that
loss of engine power caused by humicliiy varied directly
with pressure of water vapor. Later tests on a 4-oylin-
der truck engine (reference 3), and unpublished tests
on the latter and on a singl=ylinder variable oom-
preasion C. 1’. R. engine substantiated the reaulta of
the above tests. In all cases engine-indicated power
was found to be proportional to dry air pressure over
the narrow range available.

To verify this latter observation, tests have been
made in the altitude chamber on a 12-oylinder Curtiss
912 engine at pressures corresponding to altitudes
from sea level to 25,000 feet. At eaoh “altitude”
humidity was varied from the maximum likely to occur
ta the minimum attainable. To minimim experimen-
tal error, all runs of the serieswere made at a constant
air temperature of 30° C.

The resuh%of these additional testsshow that engine-
indicated power v-ariaslinearly with dry air pressure.

:The problemwas ontlfnedand the mental rmdb mm anrdyzedby the
aanforanther. The horsepmar versusrnfxtmaratio deta praswkl fn Figure 2
are tbe remit of mmmrammta end mmpuktlons by the altitudeIabemtorystaff
undcutbe dfmdfon of the jrmforauthor. The rKY&omatrfommsuramanbwere
madeby I&ssre. E. H AIIenand N. R. Wldta.

This necessitates modifying the correction formula as
follows :

In correcting engine-performance data to standard
conditions, indicated power and rata of fuel flow are
multiplied by the correction factor F,

where Be-observed total presmre (barometer),mmHg;
Ho-observed pressure of water vapor (humid-

ity), mm Hg;
To-observed air temperature, ‘C.;

and P. arid Ts are standard &y air p&s&e 2and tem-
pera~the values of thwe quantities being given

1

.

Test apparatus.-As the general d&gn and method
of operation of the Bureau of Standard6 altitude lab-
ora%v have been described [references 4 and 6),. . .
mention will be made here only of modifications re-
quired by these teats.

In the altitude laboratory, moisture is removed horn
the mrburetm air supply-by cooling this air to about
–40° C., before reheating it electrically to the desired
temperature. To increase the efficiency of snow
removal from the cooled air, additional bties were
installed in the settling chamber. These resulted in
obtaining humidities as low aa 0.3 to 0.5 mm meroury
in the oarburetir air supply when water vapor pressure
in the external air IWaS5 to 15 mm mercury.

Provision was made for injection of dry steam into
the oarburetcm air supply, injeotion oocurring subse-
quent to the passage of the air through the heating
zrids and the altitude ecmtml valve.

A sampling tube, inserted either in the header above
the air horn or ahead of the air metering Venturi, was

iAdopted by the N. A. O: A. en Oolobm22j1921. The dry efrprasmeq POare
&dvadaumthe N. A. O. A. standerd aticupke by =mmfuE that tie m=
hmnfdityatmelevalfs10mmHg, andthet it verieswithaltfbxla am’exfmetalyfs
fndkated by Dr. J. Hem (Imbrbnohdw Mataarrdc@e).
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used to withdraw air continuously. In tie former
case, proper correction was made to the measured
value of total air flow for the quantity thus diverted
from the engine, which was passed through a modi.iied
psychrometer for the purpose of humidi~ control,
and was then rejected to the exhaust pump. %mples
were also analyzed chemically in a modified Wolpert
apparatus to verify the psychometric formiila used.3

Test conditions and procedure.-l?rcm a study of
available meteorological data, it was decided that 100
per cent relative humidity might occur at the highest
temperature recorded for each “altitude. Runs there-
fore were made at each altitude with this maximum
and with the minimum attainable humidity. The
variation of probable maximum humidity with altitude
is indicated in Figure 1. On the same plot the ranges
of humidi~ used in these tests are showm

In order to minimize the effects of factors other than
humidity, all test conditions except air pressure were

FIGUES l.—Verhtfonofmexkmm humiditywith altitnde

maintained at their respective sea-level values through-
out the series of tests. The temperatures maintained
were as follows:

Jadetwatw outlet ---------------------------------- “;;
hkwofihlet ----------------------------------- 60
Cmbmtor timpply -------------------------------- 30

In all tests the fuel used was a blend of domestic
aviation gasoline and motor benzol having ti hock
rding of approximately 82 octane number.

Chamber and exhaust mainfold pressureswere mam-
tained closely equal to air-horn pressure; corrections
were applied to the observed power -values for any
departures from equality.

For each test, the Curtiss D-i% engine was warmed
up and was run at sea-level conditions until the in-
ducted air reached –40° C. in the cooling chamber.
During this period the engine power was observed to
ascertain whether the @e was in proper condition
throughout.

sA dmILar~eter wasmb38@3rlt& stmlfedat rdtftmdmUPte 30,110feat.
No deparhue from the skmderd psyckometic formulawas okrved. Results
Wfllbe puhlfshedlater.

COMWJPPEE FOR AERONAUTICS

When these conditions were attained, pressureswere
brought to the desired values, and air-horn air temper-
ature was stabilized at 30° C. Complete mertsure-
ments were then taken at seven air-fuel ratios, three
givi.ug .practi~y maxhun power and two each
deilnitely richer and leaner than that for maximum
power. (See fig. 2.) During each run, psychrometer
readings were made, and during one run an air samplo
was drawn for chemical determination of humidity.

Ar - fuel rdio---- -----
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FIGUSE2.-Altitude ohmhr test.!

At the conclusion of this fit set of runs, dry steam
was injected into the air-horn air stream at a rate such
as to mtintin the desired higher value of humidity.
When conditions had been ~tabilized, another set of
runs was made in the manner described above.

Subsequently, sufficient motoring runs were made to
enable determination of the engine friction under all
test conditions.

TEST RESULTS

The test remits are plotted as indicated horsepower
versus air-fuel ratio in Figure 2. On the figure are
listed the symbol, humidity barometric pressure, and
equivalent altitude for each test.
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From Figure 2 the maximum power obtained during
mch test wrw eatinmted horn the appropriate curve.
The resulting values are plotted against dry air pres-
sure in Figure 3. A summary of the series of runs is
shown in ~igure 4 in which the power loss, expressed
in per cent of the total po~er, is plotted against humid-
ity in per cent of total premue. Sea-level tests on a
C. F. R. (l-cylinder) test engine are plotted in Figure 5.

Table I lists for each run the altitude, total pressure,
humidity, dry air pressure, mtium indicated power,
dry air fuel ratio for maximum power, the maximum
indimtcd horsepower computed from” (A) dry air pres-
sure and @) humidity, as hereinafter explained, and
the residuals, or differences between the observed and
computed values of maximum power. Table II lists
the results plotted in Figure 4.

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

Figure 5, presenting results of a sea-level test on the
l-cylinder C. F. R. engine, is of interest in thpt it

Dry oIr press-, mm Hg

F7m7nE3.—Variationof Lnd&KI powerwith dry-airPresmre

demonstrates that the variation of power with pressure
of water vapor is linear within the prectilon of observa-
tions. This is substantiated by the very close nega-
tive correlation of power with pressure of water vapor}

Figure 3, summarizing all altitude tests, is the flrsf
instance in which the indicated power of an engine
at altitude has been demonstrated to be linearly re-
lated to dry air pressure. The agreement of the
observed power with the strsight line is quite good,
m shown in the figure, and by the seventh, ninth, and
tenth columns of Table I. The greatest deviation o~
any of the 14 obsemed values from the line is 1.5
horsepower. A further demonstration of the close
relationship of these observed power values to dry ti
pressure is their extremely high Correlation.

However, if the straight line fitting the points be
extrapolated iwzero pressure, the power value obtained
is – 6.75 horsepower. In view of the closeness of the

~SeaNob 1,Appendix, [IXthisand sukqnent corrdotioncmllldents.

correlation of power with dry air pressure, this suggests
that the motoring method of measuring friction may

Mrnidity, Z of total pressure
.

FIOUEE 4.-Effect of hnmidity on power

lead to a slightly erroneous result, and that true indi-
cated power, defied as the integral of gas pressure on

Hunidiiy, mmaHg
50 47 30 JO o
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FIQUEEK.—Effect of hmrddityon PJvmr

the piston throughout the cycle, varies in exact accord
with dry air pressure over the range studied

In Figure 4, and in Table II the results of the a!lti-
tude tests are presented in such form as to show that
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when the power loss is expressed in per cent of the
total power, and the humidity in per cent of the tdal
pressure, their values are equal. Because of the some-
what unequal weighting of the data inherent in this
form of compm”son, exact equality is shown. (Fig.
4 and bottom line of Table IL) By a di&ent
treatment, whereby each observation is given equal
weight, the variation of indicated power is found to
be 100.4 per cent of the variation of humidity, when
both are expressed in per cent, as stated above.

In Table I, the seventh column is computed from
the linear equation deduced by least squares analysis
of the results plotted in Figure 3. This equation is

P=0.58554B-6.75
where P-indicated horsepower,

B= dry air pre.saure,mm mercury.

To compute the values listed in the eighth column of
Table I, the line fitting the observed power values at
each altitude was extrapolated to zero humidity, giving
the value of power which would have been obtained
by operating with dry air at that altitude. I?rom this
value indicated power at the observed humidities
was computed by assumingpower 10SSto vary with hu-
midi~ (see B, Table I), as demonstrated in Table II.

Columns 9 and 11 of Table I give the differences
between observed and computed values of the power.
h column 10 the dMeraucea given in column 9 are
expressed in per cent of sea-level power; column 12
similarly lists the MTerences given in column 11 ex-
pressed in per cent of power at the dry air pressure
corresponding to the altitude. At the bottoms of
columns 9–12 the average and maximum deviations
and probable errors are listed. It is apparent horn
these residuals that the indicated power-is correlated
about as well with dry air pressure as with humidity.

In an attempt to determine whether the effect of
humidity would &fFermaterially at the low tempera-
ture corresponding to high altitude conditions, several
runs were made, at 25,000 feet, with air-horn air
temperatures between –20° C. and – 10° C., the
intention being to operate fit dry and later with air
saturated at these temperatures. The dry 11.UISwere
readily obtained, but in many cases a large drop in
power, accompanied by irregular operation and often
failure of the engine, quickly followed any increase in
humidity. This was traced to ice formation in the
carburetor. h one test,however, it was possible to get
a “flash” reading of the power loss caused directly by
increase of humidity. For an increase of humidity of
% per at expressed in terms of total pressure, the
power 10sswas roughly 1 per cent, the power remaining
constant for two or three minutes before irregular
operation and a further sharp loss of power occurred.
It was concluded that the tiect of humidity on power
is not appreciably aflected by temperature, when
operating at high altitudes.

coMmmm.El FOR &tONAUTICS

The fact that the magnitude of the eflect of humidity
is dependent on the vapor pressure rather than on the
relative humidity is well illustrated by a series of tests
on a class B engine. These teats were run under con-
ditions of air temperature, pressure, and humidity
selecbd at random within the available ranges. This
waa done to eliminate the necessity of applying correc-
tions for deviations from selected values.

Power readings were taken at each of six to eight
values of spark advance for each of five values of fuel
consumption at each atmospheric condition. As
observations were made under 43 sets of ahnospheric
conditions, this test series comprised a total of about
1,500 power readings.

The observed valuea of power at a given rate of fuel
consumption were plotted against spark advance;
the peak values of these curves for a given atmospheric
condition were then plotted against fuel consumption.
The peak of the resulting curve waa considered to
represent the maximum power value for the given
atmospheric condition. These power valuea were
then converted to indicatid torque by adding motor-
ing friction.

Jn developing results from these data a method was
used which involved a minimum of assumption. It
was assumed that the power waa afFected by total
pressure and pressure of water vapor, and is an ex-
ponential fnnction of the air temperature, the equation
used being

P=a(B+Z@T (1)

Where P=indicated power --------

1
B-total air pressure------- Suetiti

,H=presure of water vapor-
.

2’= absolub temperature---

and a, b, c, are constants whose valuea are to be found.
A solution by the method of least square-s gave
b= – 1.014. To fit the oxygen content hypothesis, the
value of b should be – 1; the agreement is consequently
very good, particularly in view of the quite general
nature of (l).

A much better means of deciding whether the agree-
ment of the results with the oxygen content hypothyis
is markedly superior to their agreement with the
hypothesis that power is ailected by relative humidity
(reference 5) is af?orded by evaluation of the respective
correlation coeilicients.

ThiE was done, using the data given in Table III,
The correlation of power with relative humidity wm
such as would be obtained once in three times from
uncorrelated material; hence there is no reaaon to be-
lieve, from these data, that power is related to relative
humidity. However, the correlation coefficient of
power with vapor pressure of water, found from the
same data is of such magnitude as would not occur in
10IS times by chance from uncorrelated material.
This -ounts to complete confirmation of the oxygen
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content
relative

since

hypothcais, together with rejection of the
humidity hypothesis cited above.
engine power depends on air temperature as

wellSEon humidity, effects caused by the former tend
to obscure results of variations of the latter. However,
if the effects of temperature were wholly eliminated,
correlations with relative and with absolute hnmidi@
would be equal, as, at constant temperature, relative
humidity and pressureof water vapor are two measures
of the same quantity. Partial corrdation, which tends
to eliminate temperature, consequently indicates a
very close connection between power and either
relative humidity or pressure of water vapor.

It is concluded that the effect of humidity on engine
power is not dependent on relative humidity, and hence
is independent of temperature. All available data
con6rrn this conclusion.

A study of the data in Table I indicated no apparent
variation of air-fuel ratio for maximum power with
altitude. Correlation of the air-fuel ratios with alti-
tude in feet, total pressure, and dry-air pressure hdi-
cates that there is no variation in air-fuelratio for maxi-
mum power with altitude over the range studied.

Correlation of air-fuel ratio with humidity did not
indicate any significant connection between these
factors. However, the lower value’ obtained for dry-
air-fuel ratio is in agreement with the data presented in
N. A. C. A. Technical Note No. 309, showing the desira-
bility of plotting power against dry-ah-fuel ratio for
comparison purposes.

A study of the claw B engine data further reveals a
dependence of optimum spark advance for maximum

JSe8Nob I, AIIP31VMX.

power on humidity, this dependence resulting in an
increase of optimum advance with incre&ng humidity,
as was found in the work reported in N. A. C. A.
Technical Nota No. 309. (Reference 1.) The rate of
change of advance found was only 0.7° per centimeter
mercury increase in pressure of water vapor, as com-
pared with the value 2.1 found from the edier work.
However, the earlier value is more likely to be the
better, as it was obtained under controlled conditions,
while the later value was deduced from the tests made
under random conditions. No evidence was found for
change of spark advance with air temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

This research leads to conclusions as follows:
1. The action of humidi~ on engine performance is

not aflected by change of @r pressure (altitude) or air
temperature.

2. The effect of humidi~ is to decrease engine indi-
cated power in proportion to the concomitant decrease
of dry-air prcasure.

3. The maximum obtainable indicated power of an
engine under any conditions is directly proportional to
its maw rate of consumption of oxygen under these
conditions

4. The ii.ndingsreported in N. A. C. A. Technical
Note No. 309 have been substantiated over more
extended ranges of temperature and humidity and over
a wide range of air pressure.

6. Over the mmge covered by these teats the dry-
air-fuel ratio for maximum power is invariant with
altitude.
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APPENDIX
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

NOTE 1

The use of correlation herein follows that of R. A.
Fisher, “Statistical Methods for Research Workem,”
in which the correlation coefficient r, is

(1)

and its probable error is found by transforming the
correlation to

~=loge (1+T)–loge (1–r)
2

evaluating the probable error of z,

<2)

(3)

and transforming back to the units of (l). This
treatment minimizes the effects of skew distribution
and of small samples.

ICE FORMATION
NOTR 2

Had the irregular operation and engine failure due
to ice formation mentioned in this repoit occurred

The coefficients found for the correlations refereed

only with near-freezing temperatures, these difficulties
might be considered peculiar to the altitude chamber.
However, in preliminary runs to determine the mini-
mum .t8mperature for satisfactory operation, failure
from this sourc-e occurred with air-horn air tempera-
tures as high as + 20° C., when. the humidity was
increaaed nearly to saturation.

This may occur also in flight. Thus, if the air
humidity is near saturation, condensation will occur
when operating at full throttle unless the air at the
carburetor Venturi has been heatid about 20° C.
above out&de air temperature. If the outside air
temperature is but little above freezing, ice formation
will remit. The possibility of ice forming increase~
with increasing volatility of fuel. The preventative
is to insure enough heat transfer to the carburetor to
counteract the cooling consequent upon vaporization
of the fuel.

BUREAU OF ST~DARDS,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Februury ,??4,19%??.

to herein are as follows:

Engine
I

Crurelatfonof-
1

IV1th- 1CoefOciantand error

C. F. R.. -------- InruOmtrf-w-------------------------------- ~ofwa*vawr..---.-----....

D-m . . .._. _...- .----do ------------------------------------------ Dry-fdrpre?snm-------- . . . . . . . ..- . . .
C& B- . . ..-... - . ..-do ------------------------------------------

“r

elntfvehruntdfty.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PmSmreofWatervaw---------------

1 htivehd~w --------------------ClassB- . . . ..-__ .-...do.l ----------------------------------------- ~
/ MMM,?IS5:.K:::::::::::::::

D-12------------ Dryafrfnal iatfo formaximmnpmmr_;------- Total ~e.-..--.-----....--......
Dry~PIm ----------------------

D-12L----------- .-.-.do.-_-_.-.. -.--_ --_----.. -_.-. ------.-.-l PresmroOflvatervapor.. -....... — -
D-12-------------- Total air fuelM&Ionforrnaxfmmnwow..------ __-do ------------------------- ---

-am

ICIasiB---------- Sparkadvanmfol mmfrnnrnpower_ . . . . . ..__ {yfid~-fi-:-:::::::::-::::::::::: $%

1PaItialmrrelotfom.
I +.16

&16

Ran;;$t;rob.

PmotlcallYzero.

Do.

LrmiMu 1$;.

practkdly zero<
. 9s
.07
.96
.76
.6
.M6
.6

The last column lists the probability of obtaining from unccrrelated material a coe5cient as large as that
given in the fourth column.
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TABLE I

Altltmie
(feat)

1

Sea leti “
ScnlevaL
% level
t% level.

6,m
&m

Iq m
I&m

15 m
16,m
I&m
l&m

m,anl
2Qm

2s,m
m.m

.— -

Redduab

Maxi- Akfod

i’%!)ra% Prom B
Em#.

8

425.8
42&1
m9
427.e

W.o
34al

2E@.8
Z3L8

2445
2443
240.0
23Q8

M. 8
194.b

m. 6
166.2

Total
>~
~H9)

2

7KI,o
76Qo
7eQo
76Qo

=2
8322

523.7
6227

=S
4238

2:

246.0
349.0

23L9
23L9

.—

Dry sk
)Rssmo
nm Hi

4

767.9
7b5.1
7444
742a
@3L3
6023

6223
ISIR7

m2
427.9
M6
4m2

343.4
3447

2%L4
2ia’a

Prom ADrY air

A

7

427.0
43s 4
422.1
427.9

3a29
ML 9

!2XI.1
29L1

%:

. %!

197.s
19.5.1

Im o
la 5

hp
9

L2
LO
.3
.9

t;

.1
Lb

.6

.8

::

i;

.6

.1

.70
Lb
.58

g

a27
.22
.m
.21
.23
.32

.@

.33

.14

.ls

. Ot

.Qa

.02

.22

.14

.m

.16

.33

.13

hp
11

L4
.7
.1
.6

L2
L2

.8

.8

.1

.3

.3

.1

.4

.4

.2

.2

.67
L4
.49

~

aa
.16
.a3
.15

:E

.23

.23

::
.13
.04

.23

.23

.15

.16

.18

.35

.16

-4s —
43a2
4?4.4
423.8
427.0

“ML8
347.3

6

13.8
129

Wao 1124
2026 U8

X46 I lLIO
I

Average deflation_.
Maxlmnm deviation..
Probable -—-----

TABLE II TABLE III

Power

d2s$(, 01

power)

::

216
2&s

.12
4.13

2%

.18
219

i=
.13
.n

L252

CLASS B TEST DATA

(Ccmmtedto760mmEgtottdpre2rore)
.mnkutl

M&
HmnkUtY

h tem-
Immure

0.27

iz
233

.15
4.74

iz

.17
L%2

.16
L 24

.19
L@

L266

“E % nm Hg

a3
g:

87:9
67.s
67.6

ii:

M4
4X8
25.0
148
232
62.4
35.7

%!
73.6

4&6

Yi ;
16.2
2715
47.2
8S6
931
13.2
b&4

5L 5
527
b7.6
ml
78.2
S&o
=4
lL 6
243
&o

46.7
226
‘ZQ.2
al

333
Is 3
17.0
2L 4
23.8
2s.7
3L 1
23.3
l’a 7

IQ6
lh a
14.9
14 I
M.8
la 7
KS

13.7
13.9
m.9

1L8
1.52
!ia.9

1:!
2ao

2:

%:

3L3
129
M 4
19.8
247
ail
126
lL 3
227
MS

4%6
&7

● xl
13,0
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